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conies will be referred to as the focal conies, and a straight line intersecting both conies may be called a focal line.
The figure represents the positive octant of a set of confocal quadrics intersecting in 0'. The semi #-axes are represented by OAl} OA2, OA3 and are respectively equal to MJIt, AfyR, MJR. As is well known the vertices F3) F.2 of the two focal conies lie between Al9 A 2 and A3. We have OF* = KZ/R, OF3 = K.JR.
If JT2=0, the ellipsoid and the hyperboloid of one sheet are surfaces of revolution. The hyperboloid of two sheets reduces to any two planes through Oz, and the hyperbolic conic becomes the axis of z. The central plane is now indeterminate and is any plane through the astatic arm of A"3.
If both Jf2 = 0 and If8 = 0, the ellipsoid becomes a sphere, one hyperboloid is a right cone, and the other any two planes through the axis of the cone.
37. Theorem on focal lines. A straight line is drawn from any point P on one focal conic to any point Q on the other, it is required to prove that
where alt a2t az are the direction cosines of PQ, and p is the perpendicular distance from the origin.
We know that the tangent planes drawn through any right line to the two confocals which that line touches are at right angles to each other, see Salmon's Solid Geometry, Art. 172. Since the focal conies are evanescent confocals, the planes through PQ and the tangents at P and Q to the conies are at right angles. If p, p' are the perpendiculars on these planes, I, w, n ; I', w', n' their direction cosines, we have
R*p~ = K*l2 - (K.f - AV2) ?r,        7ry - = A':{-//- + ( K,f - AV-) w'2. /. JR2p2= W (p*+p'~) = Ay> (P + n2 - w'2) + Ay (I** + m"2 - na).
Since the straight lines p, p1 and PQ are mutually at right angles, this becomes AV- (1 - w? - ni1'2) 4- K.f (1 - n2 - n"-) = AVtf 2U + Ar3a^3a.
The theorem may be more easily proved by taking as the coordinates of P and Q (#, y, z) and (a;', ?/', z') where
Ex = K2 sec 0,          Rij = 0,                                Uz = ( A"3a - AVJJ - tan 0,
Ex' = A"3 cos 0,         Ay = (A'3- - AV)* sin 0,       Jiz' = 0.
The direction cosines a.2l «3 and the length p may then be found by elementary formulas, and it will be seen that the relation to bo proved is satisfied.
It follows from this theorem that every focal line is a generator of the right circular cylinder whose radius is p and whose axis passes through the common centre of the conies and is parallel to the focal line.
Ex. 1. Show that four real focal lines can be drawn parallel to a given straight line.
Let a generator parallel to the given straight line travel round the hyperbolic conic and trace out a cylinder. This will cut the plane of the other conic in a hyperbola. Each branch of this hyperbola passes inside the elliptic conic, because it goes through the focus ; it therefore cuts the ellipse in two points.
Ex. 2. If a straight line PQ intersect one focal conic and if its distance from the central point be p, where p is given in the theorem above, show that that straight line will intersect the other conic also.

